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1-ESS1-1 Earth’s Place in the Universe: 
Use observations of the sun, moon, and stars 
to describe patterns that can be predicted.
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Dear Parent,

Once your child is beginning to read on their 
own, take turns reading from a book. Read one 
page to them and then ask your child to try 
reading a page to you. Keep the reading practice 
enjoyable by only practicing a little at first. They 
can try again tomorrow.

Aloha,

Beth and Jake

Forever

M
oo

nExplore
Discover
Excite
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Tangrams use seven 
tiles. You can make 
the tiles into many 
things.
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Cut out your tiles. 
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The Sun
The Sun is the 
closest star to Earth. 

The Moon
The Moon reflects 
the Sun’s light.

Stars
Stars look small 
because they are 
far away.
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Make the Sun with 
your tiles.
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Make the Moon 
with your tiles.
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Make a star 
with your 
tiles.
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A long time ago, twins Atsu and Kai were 
getting ready for a birthday party. 
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“When is the party?” they asked.
“The stars will tell us,” Grandma said.
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One day, they saw the stars that they were 
looking for!
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It was time for the party. The twins helped 
Mom make star cakes.
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They had fun. It was the best party ever!
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The stars helped tell them that it was their 
birthday month! 
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Arrange 
your tiles to 
make the 
constellation 
Taurus.

The End
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Glowworm 
Reading Chart

Read to me!
Color one glowworm 
every time this book 
is read to you. 
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I can read!
Color one glowworm 
every time you read 
this book. 
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Sun

Moon

Star
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